
GROUP SPA at Fox Harb’r

Spa time at Fox Harb’r’s Dol-ás Spa is the perfect way to add a touch of  relaxation to a group event, incentive, or 
companion program for the guests of  meeting attendees. Whether unwinding in our cozy lounge and retail area, 
or taking a pre-treatment dip in the adjacent indoor pool, our overall space is the perfect environment to focus on 
renewal and add a little indulgence to any event, including client and staff  appreciation. Our completely custom-

ized group spa offerings are designed to invigorate, rejuvenate and relax groups of  10 or more.

DOL-ÁS SPA
Give Your Event a Very Welcome Boost

READY TO HELP YOUR GUESTS DECOMPRESS
Our most common and flexible group spa option includes: 
-- Special group booking rates for 10 or more people (not appointments) booked
-- Group spa appointment scheduling, working around your existing event itinerary

PLUS a specific focus on
-- Shorter treatments like our Quick Time nail services
    30 or 60-minute Relaxation Massages and hour-long Personalized Facials; 
-- Always popular Massage bookings;
-- Awareness for our targeted Men’s Executive Menu, to meet the needs
    of  the complete group – and golfers too.



BOOKING IS SIMPLE
Just give us a call or send an email with your group’s name, event dates and a general idea of  what 
you would like to arrange, like companion program appointments or some TLC for a VIP guest. 

We’ll connect with you to take care of  all the details.

foxharbr.com/spa

WHAT’S IN OUR NAME?
Nova Scotia, or “New Scotland,” is a province proud of  it long and
strong cultural roots. Dol-άs is a Scottish Gaelic term for “escape.”

Give the Reward of Relaxation 
Value your employees, clients or meeting organizers? Say thank you with 
a Dol-ás Spa gift card. Offered as retreat packages, à la carte spa services, 
retreat packages and dollar values from $25 and up.

A Note About Gratuities and Insurance Receipts
An automatic 15% gratuity is added to your Dol-άs Spa services bill. 
Receipts are available on request for individual therapeutic (RMT) 
massage services which are being paid for by the guest, for reimbursement 
under many benefit plans. If  the charges go to a master bill, insurance 
receipts will not be issued as per resort and MTANS member policy.

Complete Spa Services Menu    Fully Licensed    Adjoining Mineral Pools & Hot Tub 

Take a look at our Spa Brochure for detailed treatment information and policies.

1337 Fox Harbour Rd, Wallace, NS B0K 1Y0 |  1-866-257-1801 or 902-257-4307  |  spa@foxharbr.com

STAY CONNECTED foxharbr.com @foxharbr @FoxHarbrResort @foxharbr


